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Abstract
This note provides a simple proof for the problem of estimating and testing for
multiple breaks in a single equation framework with regressors that are endogenous.
We show based on standard assumptions about the regressors, instruments and errors
that the second stage regression of the instrumental variable (IV) procedure involves
regressors and errors that satisfy all the assumptions in Perron and Qu (2006) so
that the results about consistency, rate of convergence and limit distributions of the
estimates of the break dates, as well as the limit distributions of the tests, are obtained
as simple consequences. The results are obtained within a unied framework for various
cases about the nature of the reduced form: stable, no structural changes but time
variations in the parameters, structural changes at dates that are common to those of
the structural form, and structural changes occurring at arbitrary dates.
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1 Introduction
Both the statistics and econometrics literature contain a vast amount of work on issues
related to structural changes with unknown break dates (see, Perron, 2006, for a detailed
review). With multiple structural changes, Bai and Perron (1998, 2003) provided a compre-
hensive treatment: consistency of estimates of the break dates, tests for structural changes,
condence intervals for the break dates, methods to select the number of breaks and e¢ cient
algorithms to compute the estimates. Perron and Qu (2006) extended the analysis to the
case where linear restrictions are imposed on the coe¢ cients of the model and also con-
siderably relaxed the assumptions used in Bai and Perron (1998). Recent contributions of
interest include improved testing procedures to test for changes in a trend function allowing
for a stationary or integrated noise component (Perron and Yabu, 2009, Harvey et al., 2011,
Sayginsoy and Vogelsang, 2011), the ensuing development of tests for unit root allowing for
a change in trend under both the null and alternative hypotheses (Kim and Perron, 2009,
Carrion-i-Silvestre et al., 2009, Harris et al., 2009), as well as improvements related to testing
for changes in persistence (Kejriwal et al., 2012).
We consider the problem of multiple structural changes in a single equation with regres-
sors that are endogenous using an instrumental variable (IV) procedure. We provide a very
simple proof of the required results by showing that using generated regressors, the pro-
jection of the regressors on the space spanned by the instruments, to account for potential
endogeneity implies that all the assumptions of Perron and Qu (2006) (or those of Bai and
Perron, 1998) obtained with original regressors contemporaneously uncorrelated with the
errors, are satised. This allows us to have general results, in particular about the limit dis-
tributions of the estimates of the break dates, obtained using an e¢ cient full sample method,
in the case of a reduced form exhibiting changes that could but need not occur at the same
times as those of the structural form. The results are obtained within a unied framework
for various cases about the nature of the reduced form: stable, no structural changes but
time variations in the parameters, structural changes at dates that are common to those of
the structural form, and structural changes occurring at arbitrary dates.
This issue has been tackled also by Hall et al. (2012) and Boldea et al. (2012); see also
Han (2006). Hall et al. (2012) provided a very detailed proof for the consistency and rate of
convergence of the estimates of the break fractions and the limit distributions of the tests for
multiple structural changes, allowing for breaks in the reduced form. Boldea et al. (2012)
provided a detailed proof of the limit distribution of the estimates of the break dates, though
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for the case with breaks in the reduced form they consider only a less e¢ cient split sample
method based on an estimated partition obtained from the estimates of the break dates in
the reduced form. In all cases, the results are similar to those in Bai and Perron (1998). Our
results encompasses theirs, showing that there is no need for separate detailed analyses.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the model and the assumptions
on the regressors, instruments and errors. We adopt the framework of Perron and Qu (2006)
since it is the most general available. Section 3 shows that these assumptions imply that
the second stage regression of the instrumental variable procedure involves regressors and
errors that satisfy all the assumptions in Perron and Qu (2006) so that the results about
consistency, rate of convergence and limit distribution of the estimates of the break dates,
as well as the limit distribution of the tests, are obtained as simple consequences. Section 4
considers the problem of testing for structural change in the structural equation. Section 5
provides brief concluding remarks and an appendix contains some technical derivations.
2 The model and assumptions
Consider a multiple linear regression model with mx breaks or mx + 1 regimes. There are
T observations and mx is assumed known. The break dates occur at fT x1 ; :::; T xmxg. Let
y = (y1; :::; yT )
0 be the dependent variable and X a T by p matrix of regressors. Dene X =
diag(X1; :::; Xmx+1), a T by (mx+1)p matrix with Xj = (xTxj 1+1; :::; xTxj )
0 for j = 1; :::;mx+
1, with the convention that T x0 = 0 and T
x
mx+1 = T (Xj is a subset of X corresponding to
regime j). The matrix X is a diagonal partition of X, the partition being taken with respect
to the break points fT x1 ; :::; T xmxg. The vector u = (u1; :::; uT )0 is the set of disturbances and
 = (01; :::; 
0
mx+1)
0 is the (mx + 1)p vector of coe¢ cients.
Following Perron and Qu (2006), we consider the general pure structural change model
with restrictions on the coe¢ cients, i.e.,
y = X + u; (1)
where R = r with R a k by (mx + 1)p matrix with rank k and r a k dimensional vector of
constants. Note that this framework includes the case of a partial structural change model
by an appropriate choice of the restrictions on the parameters. Since some regressors may
be correlated with the errors, we assume that there exists a set of q variables zt that can
serve as instruments, and we dene the T by q matrix Z = (z1; :::; zT )0. The goal here is to
estimate the unknown break dates whose true values are denoted with a 0 superscript, i.e.,
(T x01 ; :::; T
x0
mx), using the observables (y;X; Z) and the restrictions on the coe¢ cients.
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We consider a reduced form linking Z and X that itself exhibits mz changes, so that
X = Z00 + v; (2)
with Z0 = diag(Z01 ; :::; Z
0
mz+1), the diagonal partition of Z at the break dates (T
z0
1 ; :::; T
z0
mz)
and 0 = (01; :::; 
0
mz+1). Also, v = (v1; :::; vT )
0 is a T by q matrix, which can be cor-
related with ut but not with zt. Given estimates (T^ z1 ; :::; T^
z
mz) obtained in the usual way
using the method of Bai and Perron (1998, 2003), one can construct the diagonal parti-
tion Z^ = diag(Z^1; :::; Z^mz+1), a T by (mz + 1)q matrix with Z^l = (zT^ zl 1+1; :::; zT^ zl )
0 for
l = 1; :::;mz + 1. Let ^ be the OLS estimate of the parameter in a regression of X on Z^.
The instruments are then X^ = Z^^ = diag(X^ 01; :::; X^
0
mz+1)
0 where X^l = Z^l(Z^ 0lZ^l)
 1Z^ 0l eXl witheXl = (xT^ zl 1+1; :::; xT^ zl )0, so that its value in regime l is obtained using only data from that
regime. The relevant IV regression is then
y = X + eu; (3)
subject to the restrictions R = r, where X = diag(X^1; :::; X^mx+1), a T by (mx+1)p matrix
with X^j = (x^Tj 1+1; :::; x^Tj)
0 for j = 1; :::;mx + 1. Also, eu = (eu1; :::; euT )0 with eut = ut + t
where t = (x
0
t   x^0t)j for T x0j 1 + 1  t  T x0j . The estimates of the break dates are then
(T^ x1 ; :::; T^
x
mx) = arg minT1;:::;Tmx
SSRRT (T1; :::; Tmx); (4)
where SSRRT (T1; :::; Tmx) is the sum of squared residuals from the restricted OLS regression
(3) evaluated at the partition fT1; :::; Tmxg. We also dene the break fractions (x01 ; :::; x0mx) =
(T x01 =T; :::; T
x0
mx=T ) with corresponding estimates (^
x
1 ; :::; ^
x
mx) = (T^
x
1 =T; :::; T^
x
mx=T ).
Let the union of the break dates in the structural and reduced form be (T 01 ; :::; T
0
m) with
the corresponding regime indexed by i for i = 1; :::;m. Note that m need not equal mx+mz
if some break dates are common. We impose the following assumptions on the data, the
errors and the break dates, which are trivial extensions of those in Perron and Qu (2006).
 Assumption A1: Let wt = (x0t; z0t)0 andT 0i = (T 0i  T 0i 1). Then, for each i = 1; :::;m+1,
 
1=T 0i
 T 0i 1+[T 0i s]P
t=T 0i 1+1
wtw
0
t !p Qi(s) 
24 QiXX(s) QiXZ(s)
QiZX(s) Q
i
ZZ(s)
35 ;
uniformly in s 2 [0; 1], where Qi(s) is a positive denite matrix for all xed s > 0 and strictly
increasing in s. As a matter of notation, we shall use Qi(1) = Qi.
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 Assumption A2: There exists an n0 > 0 such that for all n > n0; the minimum
eigenvalues of (1=n)
PT 0i +n
t=T 0i +1
ztz
0
t and of (1=n)
PT 0i
t=T 0i  n
ztz
0
t are bounded away from zero
(i = 1; :::;m).
 Assumption A3: rank[E(xtz0t)] = p and the matrix
Pk1
t=k2
ztz
0
t is invertible for k1  k2 
T for some  > 0.
Assumption A4: Let the Lr-norm of a randommatrixA be dened by kAkr = (
P
i
P
j E jAijjr)1=r
for r  1: (Note that kAk2 is the usual matrix norm or the Euclidean norm of a vector.)
With fFt : t = 1; 2; ::g a sequence of increasing -elds, we assume that fztut;Ftg forms a
Lr-mixingale sequence with r = 2 + " for some " > 0. That is, there exist nonnegative con-
stants fct : t  1g and f j : j  0g such that  j # 0 as j !1 and for all t  1 and j  0;
we have: (a) kE(ztutjFt j)kr  ct j; (b) kztut   E(ztutjFt+j)kr  ct j+1: Also assume (c)
maxt ct  K < 1; (d)
P1
j=0 j
1+k j < 1; (e) kztk2r < M < 1 and kutk2r < N < 1 for
some K;M;N; k > 0.
 Assumption A5: fztvt;Ftg also satises Assumption A4, and supt jjztz0tjj = Op(log1=2 T ).
 Assumption A6: T 0i = [T0i ], where 0 < 01 < ::: < 0m < 1.
 Assumption A7: The minimization problem dened by (4) is taken over all possible
partitions such that T xj   T xj 1  T for some  > 0.
Assumption A1 basically rules out unit root regressors; otherwise the particular scaling
used is not important and could be relaxed at the expense of substantial technical compli-
cations. Note that it is slightly di¤erent than that in Perron and Qu (2006), which was
incorrectly stated1. Also, as a matter of notation, the following will be useful. For each
l = 1; :::;mz + 1, let T z0l = (T
z0
l   T z0l 1), then
 
1=T z0l
 T z0l 1+[T z0l s]P
t=T 0l 1+1
wtw
0
t !p Ql(s) 
24 QlXX(s) QlXZ(s)
QlZX(s) Q
l
ZZ(s)
35 ;
with Ql(s) a linear combination of the matrices Qi(s) for i = 1; :::;m, which depends on the
1We thank the Editor Professor Peter C.B. Phillips for pointing the problem with Assumption A1 as
stated in Perron and Qu (2006).
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locations of the breaks in the reduced and structural form. Also,
T 1
TP
t=1
wtw
0
t =
m+1P
i=1
T 0i
T
[(T 0i )
 1
T 0iP
t=T 0i 1+1
wtw
0
t]
!p
m+1P
i=1
(0i   0i 1)Qi(1)  Q 
24 QXX QXZ
QZX QZZ
35 :
Assumption A2 imposes restrictions on the instruments in a local neighborhood of the break
points. They ensure that there is no local collinearity problem so the break points can
be identied. Assumption A3 is a standard invertibility requirement to have well dened
estimates. Assumption A4 imposes mild restrictions on the vector ztut. They permit a wide
class of potential correlation and heterogeneity (including conditional heteroskedasticity) and
also allow lagged dependent variables. Assumption A6 is a standard requirement to have
asymptotically distinct break dates and A7 requires that the search for breaks precludes
candidates which are too close. This, however, is not constraining in practice since  can be
chosen arbitrarily small. Note that Assumption A5 is needed to show that fztt;Ftg satises
A4 up to a term that is Op(T 1=2 log
1=2 T ) uniformly in t and, accordingly, so does fzteut;Ftg.
This implies that equation (A.2) in Perron and Qu (2006) is satised. To see this suppose
ztt = ztt + #t, where fztt;Ftg satises A4 and #t = Op(T 1=2 log1=2 T ) uniformly in t.
Then(Ti+1) 1=2( Ti+1Pt=Ti+1 ztt)
 
(Ti+1) 1=2( Ti+1Pt=Ti+1 ztt)
+
(Ti+1) 1=2( Ti+1Pt=Ti+1#t)


(Ti+1) 1=2( Ti+1Pt=Ti+1 ztt)
+O((Ti+1)1=2T 1=2 log1=2 T )
= Op(log
1=2 T )
uniformly in (T1; :::; Tm) with jTi+1   Tij  T , using Perron and Qu (2006, A2) and the fact
that Ti+1 = T for some  > 0. The fact that fztt;Ftg satises A4 up to a term that is
Op(T
 1=2 log1=2 T ) uniformly in t will be veried for the main special cases of interest.
Example 1 When mz = 0, we have a stable reduced form equation of the form
X = Z0 + v; (5)
with
E [(ut; v
0
t)
0(ut; v0t)] =
242 0
 
35 :
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Then, QZX = QZZ
0 and QXX = 
00QZZ
0 + . Also, ztt = ztv
0
ti   ztz0t(Z 0Z) 1(Z 0v)i.
Now (Z 0Z) 1(Z 0v) = Op(T 1=2), hence supt(ztz
0
t(Z
0Z) 1(Z 0v)i)  Op(T 1=2) supt jjztz0tjj =
Op(T
 1=2 log1=2 T ) by A5. Hence, if fztv0t;Ftg is mixing and satises A4 then fztt;Ftg also
satises A4 up to a term that is Op(T 1=2 log
1=2 T ). Note that even with a stable reduced
form, the marginal distribution of the instruments Z is allowed to change across regimes
dened by the break dates in the structural form.
Example 2 A generalization of the case with mz = 0 is a reduced form with random pa-
rameter variation. To show that our framework applies much more generally, suppose the
parameters of the reduced form exhibit time variation such that x0t = z
0
tt+v
0
t where t = 
+et
with E(etjzt) = 0. Such processes have received considerable attention in the random coe¢ -
cient literature (see, e.g., Hsiao and Pesaran, 2008). We then have
ztt = ztv
0
ti   ztz0t(Z 0Z) 1(Z 0v)i + ztz0t[t   (
TP
t=1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
TP
t=1
ztz
0
tt)]i
= ztv
0
ti + ztz
0
teti
+ztz
0
t[(
TP
t=1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
TP
t=1
ztz
0
tet) + (
TP
t=1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
TP
t=1
ztv
0
t)]i + op(1)
= ztv
0
ti + ztz
0
teti +Op(T
 1=2 log1=2 T )
uniformly in t, using the fact that (
TP
t=1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
TP
t=1
ztz
0
tet) = Op(T
 1=2), (
TP
t=1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
TP
t=1
ztv
0
t) =
Op(T
 1=2) and supt jjztz0tjj = Op(log1=2 T ). Hence, if fztz0tet;Ftg and fztv0t;Ftg are mixing
and satisfy A4, fztt;Ftg also satises A4 up to a term that is Op(T 1=2 log1=2 T ).
Example 3 Reduced form with structural changes in parameters occurring at break dates
common to those of the structural form. Here (T z01 ; :::; T
z0
mz) is a subset of (T
x0
1 ; :::; T
x0
m ) so
that m = mx. Also suppose that the ith overall regime corresponds to regime l in the reduced
form. Using the fact that the estimates of the break fractions T^ zl =T are consistent for the
true break fractions T 0zl =T , we have in regime i, for T
0
i 1 + 1  t  T 0i :
ztt = ztv
0
ti   ztz0t(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztvt)i
= ztv
0
ti   ztz0t(
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztvt)i +Op(T
 1)
= ztv
0
ti +Op(T
 1=2 log1=2 T )
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uniformly in t, since (
PT z0l
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
PT z0l
t=T z0l 1+1
ztvt) = Op(T
 1=2) and supt(ztz
0
t) = Op(log
1=2 T ).
Hence, if fztv0t;Ftg is mixing and satises A4 then fztt;Ftg also satises A4 up to a term
that is Op(T 1=2 log
1=2 T ).
Example 4 Reduced form with some break dates not common to those of the structural
form. To allow this type of models as special cases of our framework, we use restrictions
of the form R = r. Let  = (01; :::; 
0
m+1)
0 be the (m + 1)p vector of coe¢ cients. Suppose
that the (i + 1)th break T 0i+1 corresponds to a break in the reduced form only then we can
get back the original structural model by imposing the restrictions that the coe¢ cients in the
regimes dened by (T 0i + 1; T
0
i+1) and (T
0
i+1 + 1; T
0
i+2) are identical, i.e., i = i+1. This is
repeated for all breaks occurring only in the reduced form. This e¤ectively eliminates from
consideration breaks not occurring in the structural form from the estimation procedure, i.e.,
only the estimation of the break dates (T x01 ; :::; T
x0
mx) are considered. Using the same argument
as in Example 3, if fztv0t;Ftg is mixing and satises A4 then fztt;Ftg also satises A4 up
to a term that is Op(T 1=2 log
1=2 T ).
3 Limit results for the estimates
We shall prove results about the consistency, rate of convergence and limit distribution
of the estimates of the break fractions by simply showing that the assumptions imposed
imply that the conditions stated in Perron and Qu (2006), for regressors and errors that are
contemporaneously uncorrelated, continue to hold for the IV regression with x^t when the
original regressors are contemporaneously correlated with the errors.
We rst consider the consistency of the estimates of the break fractions. We have the
following lemma proved in the Appendix.
Lemma 1 Assumptions A1-A3 hold if we replace zt with x^t and fx^tutg satises A4 up to a
term that is Op(T 1=2 log
1=2 T ).
Lemma 1 in conjunction with A5-A7 directly implies that the estimates of the break
fractions are consistent, since the regressors and errors then satisfy the assumptions of Perron
and Qu (2006) for their Proposition 1 to hold. To obtain a rate of convergence, we adopt as
is common in this literature a framework in which the magnitude of the shifts may decrease
as the sample size increases. This is stated in the following assumption:
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Assumption A8. Let T;j = 0j+1   0j for j = 1; :::;mx. Assume T;j = vTj, for some
j independent of T where vT > 0 is a scalar satisfying either a) vT is xed, or b) vT ! 0
and T 1=2 vT !1 for some  2 (0; 1=2).
Lemma 1 in conjunction with A5-A8 directly implies the following result, since the con-
ditions for Proposition 2 of Perron and Qu (2006) to hold are satised.
Proposition 1 Under Assumptions A1-A8: for every  > 0, there exists a C < 1, such
that for all large T , P (jTv2T (^j   0j)j > C) <  for every j = 1; :::;mx.
To analyze the limit distributions of the estimates, we need, as in Bai and Perron (1998)
and Perron and Qu (2006), some additional assumptions. These are stated as follows.
Assumption A9. Let T 0i = T
0
i   T 0i 1, for i = 1; :::;m, and wt = (x0t; z0t)0. Then, as
T 0i !1, uniformly in s 2 [0; 1]:
1. (T 0i )
 1PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
wtw
0
t !p sQi  s
24 QiXX QiXZ
QiZX Q
i
ZZ
35 ;
2. (T 0i )
 1PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
eu2t !p se2i ;
3. (T 0i )
 1PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
r=T 0i 1+1
(zrz
0
teureut)0 !p s
iZ eU ;
4. (T 0i )
 1=2PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
zteut ) BiZ eU(s) with BiZ eU(s) a multivariate Gaussian process
on [0; 1] with mean zero and covariance E[Bi
Z eU(s)BiZ eU(r)0] = minfs; rg
iZ eU :
These assumptions are the same as those used in Perron and Qu (2006) for regressors
that are uncorrelated with the errors. Part (1) compared to A1 implies, in particular,
that the regressors are non-trending. Similarly, part (2) implies that the variance of the
errors is xed within each segment. Parts (3) and (4) are standard. Parts (2-4) are high
level assumptions involving eut but are satised for all cases discussed above. Consider, for
example, the case of a stable reduced form with martingale di¤erence errors. For part (2)
t = v
0
ti   z0t(Z 0Z) 1(Z 0V )i = v0ti + op(1) so that E(utt) = 0i + o(1) since E(utvt) = 0
and E(2t ) = 
0
ii + o(1). Hence, e2i = 2 + 0ii + 20i. For parts (3-4), suppose that at
regime i, V ar [(ut; v0t)
0 j zt] = 
i, 
i;1=2 = (
i;1=2u ;
i;1=2v )0 where 
i is (p+ 1) (p+ 1), 
i;1=2u
is 1 (p + 1), and 
i;1=2v is p (p + 1). Also, (T 0i ) 1=2
PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
[zt 
 (ut; v0t)0] ) Bi(s)
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with E[Bi(1)Bi(1)0] = QiZZ 
 
i. We then have
(a) (T 0i )
 1=2PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
ztut ) [Qi;1=2ZZ 
 
i;1=2u ]W (s)
(b) (T 0i )
 1=2PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
ztv
0
ti ) [Qi;1=2ZZ 
 0i
i;1=2v ]W (s)
(c) (T 0i )
 1=2PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
ztz
0
t(Z
0Z) 1(Z 0V )i ) [QiZZQ 1=2ZZ 
 0i
1=2v ]W (1)
where  = s(0i  0i 1)1=2, 
v =
Pm+1
i=1 (
0
i  0i 1)
iv and W () is a standard Wiener process,
so that
(T 0i )
 1=2PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
zteut ) [Qi;1=2ZZ 
 (
i;1=2u + 0i
1=2v )]W (s)
 [QiZZQ 1=2ZZ 
 0i
1=2v ]W (1)
These assumptions imply the following counterparts for the case with x^t as the regressors
used in the instrumental variable regression (see the Appendix for a short proof).
Lemma 2 Let T 0i = T
0
i   T 0i 1, for i = 1; :::;m. Also suppose that the ith overall regime
corresponds to regime l in the reduced form.Then, as T 0i !1, uniformly in s 2 [0; 1]:
1. (T 0i )
 1PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
x^tx^
0
t !p s(QlZX)0(QlZZ) 1QiZZ(QlZZ) 1QlZX  sQi;lHH ;
2. (T 0i )
 1PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
r=T 0i 1+1
(x^rx^
0
teureut)0 !p s(QlZX)0(QlZZ) 1
iZ eU(QlZZ) 1QlZX 
s
i;l
H eU ;
3. (T 0i )
 1=2PT 0i 1+[sT 0i ]
t=T 0i 1+1
x^teut ) (QlZX)0(QlZZ) 1BiZ eU(s)  Bi;lH eU(s) with Bi;lH eU(s) a
Gaussian process on [0; 1] with mean zero and covarianceE[Bi;l
H eU(s)Bi;lH eU(u)0] = minfs; ug
i;lH eU :
The following result then follows immediately from Perron and Qu (2006).
Proposition 2 Let j = 1; :::;mx index the mx break dates of the structural form and let i
denote the position of the jth break in the structural form amongst the m total break dates in
both the structural and reduced forms (note that i can range from 1 to m). Also suppose that
the ith overall regime corresponds to regime l in the reduced form and the (i + 1)th overall
regime corresponds to regime l in the reduced form. Under Assumptions A1-A9, we have:
(0jQ
i;l
HHj)
2
0j

i;l
H eUj
vT (T^
x
j   T x0j )!d argmax
s
V
(i;l)
H (s);
where V (i;l)H (s) =W
(i)
1 ( s)  jsj =2 if s  0 and
V
(i;l)
H (s) =
q
iH(
i;2
H =
i;1
H )W
(i)
2 (s)  iH jsj =2 if s > 0;
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with W (i)1 and W
(i)
2 independent Wiener processes dened on [0;1), (i;1H )2 = 0i
i;lH eUi=
0iQ
i;l
HHi, (
i;2
H )
2 = 0i

(i+1);l
H eU i=0iQ(i+1);lHH i and iH = 0iQ(i+1);lHH i=0iQi;lHHi.
In the case of a stable reduced form as specied by (5), we have
(0j
00QjZZ
0j)
2
0j
00
j
Z eU0j
vT (T^
x
j   T x0j )!d argmax
s
V
(j)
H (s);
where V (j)H (s) =W
(j)
1 ( s)  jsj =2 if s  0 and
V
(j)
H (s) =
q
jH(
j;2
H =
j;1
H )W
(j)
2 (s)  jH jsj =2 if s > 0;
with (j;1H )
2 = 0j
00
j
Z eU0j=0j00QjZZ0j, (j;2H )2 = 0j00
j+1Z eU 0j=0j00Qj+1ZZ 0j and
jH = 
0
j
00Qj+1ZZ 
0j=
0
j
00QjZZ
0j. The result for this special case is the same as that in
Theorem 2 of Boldea et al. (2012). In the case of an unstable reduced form, our results are
not directly comparable to theirs since they only consider an ine¢ cient procedure whereby
the break dates in the structural form are estimated using sub-samples of the data determined
by a partition induced by the estimates of the break dates in the reduced form. Despite the
fact that our result, as stated in Proposition 2, is simpler and involves less parameters to
estimate, it is indeed more general. All that is required are consistent estimates of the various
quantities involved. These are obtained exactly in the same way as in Bai and Perron (1998,
2003) using the estimated structural form; for example, (T^ xj )
 1PT^xj
t=T^xj 1+1
x^tx^
0
t !p Qi;lHH .
The practical implications of our results are the following. First, for estimation one
always uses the method of Bai and Perron (1998, 2003) to estimate the mx break dates from
the regression (3) with the tted values obtained from projecting the original regressors on
the space spanned by the instruments (appropriately constructed if breaks in the reduced
form are present). The di¤erences arise when conducting inference. If all the breaks in
the reduced form are common to some in the structural form, all results in Bai and Perron
(1998, 2003) carry through. However, if some breaks in the reduced form are not common
to those in the structural form, some changes are in order. The theoretical results about
the limit distributions as stated in Bai and Perron (1998) are not appropriate for those
estimates for which the next adjacent break (prior to or after) correspond to one occurring
in the reduced form. For example, suppose the sample size is 100, there is a break in the
structural form at t = 30 and a break in the reduced form at t = 60. The correct limit
distribution of the estimate of the break date in the structural form involves the estimates
of the moment matrices (and long-run variance, if applicable) pertaining to the segments
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dened by t 2 (1; 30) and t 2 (31; 60). If one uses the results in Bai and Perron (1998, 2003)
applied to a one-break model with the option hetdat = 1 (which allows di¤erent distributions
for the regressors across segments), the condence intervals will be constructed using the
segments dened by t 2 (1; 30) and t 2 (31; 100) ignoring the fact that the distribution of
the regressors changes within the last regime given the break in the reduced form. Hence,
care must be applied to use the proper segments. In order to know which segments to use
to construct the condence interval one must know whether the breaks in the reduced form
are common to some of the breaks in the structural form. This can be achieved using the
common break test procedure of Oka and Perron (2011).
4 Testing for structural change
We now consider testing the null hypothesis of no structural change. In the Appendix, we
show that the following results hold when no structural change is present.
Lemma 3 Assume A9 is satised, that eut is serially uncorrelated and that with t = (x0t  
x^0t), E(
2
t ) = 
2
 + op(1) and E(utt) = 
u + op(1) for all t, then, uniformly in s,
a) T 1
P[Ts]
t=1 x^tx^
0
t !p sQ0ZXQZZ 1QZX  sQHH ;
and b) E(eu2t ) = e2 + op(1) for all t and T 1=2P[Ts]t=1 x^reut ) eQ1=2HHWp(s):
Hence, assumption A10 in Perron and Qu (2006) is satised so that all results pertaining
to hypothesis testing remain valid. Relaxing the assumption of serially uncorrelated errors
is done by modifying the various tests using a heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation robust
covariance matrix for the parameter estimates. Note that the assumption that E(2t ) =
2 + o(1) for all t is satised in all cases discussed previously. For example, in the case of a
stable reduced form t = v
0
t   z0t(Z 0Z) 1(Z 0V ) = v0t + op(1) so that E(utt) = 0 + o(1)
since E(utvt) = 0 and E(2t ) = 
0 + o(1).
In the case of an unstable reduced form, things are not as simple since these imply
changes in the marginal distribution of the regressors in the estimated structural equation,
i.e., changes in the distribution of x^t. An obvious strategy is to apply the test for changes
in the parameters of the structural form to all sub-samples dened by the estimates of the
break dates in the reduced form, as is done in Hall et al. (2012). This is, however, ine¢ cient.
An alternative, more powerful, approach is to use the xed regressors bootstrap method of
Hansen (2000). See Perron and Yamamoto (2012) for its usefulness in providing tests with
correct size.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we considered the problem of multiple structural changes in a single equation
framework with regressors that are endogenous. We analyzed the properties of the estimates
of the break dates using an instrumental variable procedure. We provided a very simple
proof for the consistency, rate of convergence and limit distributions of the estimates of the
break fractions, as well as the limit distributions of the tests for multiple structural changes.
We did so by showing that using generated regressors, the projection of the regressors on
the space spanned by the instruments, to account for potential endogeneity implies that all
the assumptions of Perron and Qu (2006) (or those of Bai and Perron, 1998) obtained with
original regressors contemporaneously uncorrelated with the errors, are satised. Hence,
all results derived in those papers continue to hold. Our approach provides a simple and
elegant way to prove all corresponding results in Hall et al. (2012) and Boldea et. al. (2012)
and, moreover, allows us to provide a comprehensive treatment of the case with an unstable
reduced form. It also allows imposing arbitrary restrictions on the parameters.
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Appendix
We consider the general case with breaks in the reduced form that need not be common to
those in the structural form. The regime corresponding to the reduced form for observation
t in the ith overall regime is denoted by l. Then, x^0t = (
PT^ zl
t=T^ zl 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
PT^ zl
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1zt
for T 0i 1 + 1  t  T 0i . If there are no breaks in the reduced form, we simply have x^0t =
(
PT
t=1 xtz
0
t)(
PT
t=1 ztz
0
t)
 1zt.
Proof of Lemma 1: To verify Assumption 1, note that
1
T 0i
T 0i +[T
0
i s]P
t=T 0i +1
x^tx^
0
t
= (
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
1
T 0i
T 0i +[T
0
i s]P
t=T 0i +1
ztz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztx
0
t)
= (
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
1
ni
T 0i +[T
0
i s]P
t=T 0i +1
ztz
0
t)
( 1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztx
0
t) + op(1)
!p(QlZX)0(QlZZ) 1QiZZ(s)(QlZZ) 1QlZX  Qi;lHH(s);
where the second equality follows given the fact that the estimate of the break fractions of
the reduced form are T -consistent. Since QiZZ(s) is positive denite for s > 0 and increasing
in s, so is Qi;lHH(s), and it is non-random given that all elements are non-random. To verify
Assumption 2, let
MT = (1=n)
T 0i +nP
t=T 0i +1
x^tx^
0
t = (
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1AiT (
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztx
0
t)
= (
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1AiT
( 1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztx
0
t) + op(1)
where AiT = (1=n)
PT 0i +n
t=T 0i +1
ztz
0
t and let
T = (
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 2(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztx
0
t)
Also, let d be an arbitrary non-zero p 1 vector and dene
gT = d
0(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1:
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By A3, T has rank p and, hence, is positive denite. Denote the minimum eigenvalue of
T by !1 (> 0). Since AiT is symmetric, we have mingT (gTA
i
Tg
0
T=gTg
0
T ) =  1 where  1 is the
minimum eigenvalue of AiT which is bounded away from zero by A2. Now
min
d

d0MTd
d0d

= min
d

gTA
i
Tg
0
T
d0Td

d0Td
d0d

= min
d

gTA
i
Tg
0
T
gTg0T

d0Td
d0d

 min
d

gTA
i
Tg
0
T
gTg0T

min
d

d0Td
d0d

=  1!1:
Since  1 is bounded away from zero and !1 > 0,  1!1 is bounded away from zero, which
implies that the minimum eigenvalues of MT are bounded away from zero. To verify As-
sumption A3, note that
k1P
t=k2
x^tx^
0
t = (
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
k1P
t=k2
ztz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztx
0
t)
= (
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
k1P
t=k2
ztz
0
t)(
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztx
0
t) + op(1)
Since (
PT z0l
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t), (
PT z0l
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1 and (
Pk1
t=k2
ztz
0
t) have full column rank by A3,
rank[
Pk1
t=k2
x^tx^
0
t] = rank [X
0Z] = p. We now verify Assumption A4. For any nite T , given
a sample of fxtg and fztg, let ^l;T = (
PT^l+1
t=T^l+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
PT^l+1
t=T^l+1
ztx
0
t), a q  p matrix. Then
x^teut = ^0l;T zteut = 0lzteut +Op(T 1=2 log1=2 T ), uniformly in t, where l = (QlZZ) 1QlZX , using
the fact that (^
0
l;T   0l) = Op(T 1=2) and supt(zteut) = Op(log1=2 T ). Now 0lzteut is a linear
combination of the Lr-mixingale sequence fzteutg (A4 and A5). Therefore all we need to
show is that linear combinations of any nite numbers of Lr-mixingale processes are also
Lr-mixingale processes. To prove this it is su¢ cient to consider two sequences f1tg and f2tg
that satisfy A4 and show that linear combinations of these, say a1t + b
2
t , satisfy properties
(a), (b) and (e) in A4. For property (a), we have,E(a1t + b2t jFt j)r = E(a1t jFt j) + E(b2t jFt j)r
 E(a1t jFt j)r + E(b2t jFt j)r  jajrc1t 1j + jbjrc2t 2j ;
while for property (b),a1t + b2t   E(a1t + b2t jFt j)r = a1t + b2t   E(a1t jFt j)  E(b2t jFt j)r
 a1t   E(a1t jFt j)r + b2t   E(b2t jFt j)r
 jajc1t 1j + jbjc2t 2j ;
and, for property (e),a1t + b2t2r  jaj1t2r + jbj2t2r < (jaj+ jbj)M <1:
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Proof of Lemma 2. For part 1, we have
(T 0i )
 1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
x^tx^
0
t
= (
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1[(T 0i )
 1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
ztz
0
t](
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztx
0
t)
= (
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1[(T 0i )
 1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
ztz
0
t]
( 1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztx
0
t) + op(1)
!ps(QlZX)0(QlZZ) 1QiZZ(QlZZ) 1QlZX  sQi;lHH :
For part 2,
(T 0i )
 1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
r=T 0i 1+1
(x^rx^
0
teureut) = ( T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1
[(T 0i ) 1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
r=T 0i 1+1
(zrz
0
teureut)] ( T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztx
0
t)
= (
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1[(T 0i )
 1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
r=T 0i 1+1
(zrz
0
teureut)]
 ( 1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztx
0
t) + op(1)
!ps(QlZX)0(QlZZ) 1
iZ eU(QlZZ) 1Q(l)ZX  s
i;lH eU :
For part 3,
(T 0i )
 1=2
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
x^teut = ( T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
T^ zlP
t=T^ zl 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1[(T 0i )
 1=2
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
zteut]
= (
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
xtz
0
t)(
1
T z0l
T z0lP
t=T z0l 1+1
ztz
0
t)
 1[(T 0i )
 1=2
T 0i 1+[sT
0
i ]P
t=T 0i 1+1
zteut] + op(1)
) (QlZX)0(QlZZ) 1BiZ eU(s)  Bi;lH eU(s)
Proof of Lemma 3: Part (a) follows from the proof of Lemma 2 (part, 1) with trivial
modications using the fact that there is a single segment involved. Part (b) follows from
the fact that with serially uncorrelated errors and a single regime, 
i;l
H eU in Lemma 2 (part
3) reduces to e2QHH .
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